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Galactic Age Estimates from O-rich Stardust in Meteorites
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The 16Oy17O and 16Oy18O ratios of refractory oxide grains extracted from primitive meteorites
suggest that they originated in low-mass red giant stars prior to the formation of the Solar System
4.6 3 109 years ago. Detailed comparison of the isotopic compositions of the grains with models of
stellar evolution and galactic chemical evolution imply that the age of the Galaxy is 14.4 Gyr with
a statistical error of61.3 Gyr. Systematic uncertainties are of order several Gyr, however, and are
primarily due to inadequacies in present theoretical modeling. [S0031-9007(96)02080-7]
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The first generation of stars in our galaxy consist
mostly of H and He from the big bang. Heavier elemen
were subsequently synthesized in stars by nuclear burn
processes. We denote the time that has elapsed from
time of the formation of the first stars to the present
the age of the Galaxy,TG . This age has previously been
estimated by comparing Hertzprung-Russell diagrams
metal-poor globular clusters with theoretical isochro
[1]. Apart from its inherent interest, a knowledge ofTG
provides a lower bound on the age of the Universe,TU.
This age in turn, in conjunction with the Hubble constan
Ho, yields an estimate of the mean mass density of t
Universe. In this Letter we report a new way of estimatin
the age of the Galaxy, from studies of the O-isotop
compositions of stardust preserved in primitive meteorite

Most of the gas and dust that made up the protos
lar cloud from which the Sun and the planets condens
was thoroughly mixed and homogenized. Consequen
the isotopic ratios of the elements measured in mate
from widely varying sources, such as the earth, moon,
lar wind, and even bulk samples of meteorites, are clos
similar. In remarkable contrast are tiny grains with iso
topic compositions different by orders of magnitude fro
the average composition of the Solar System, which ha
been extracted from primitive meteorites [2,3]. The
grains of SiC, graphite, Si3N4, Al2O3, and MgAl2O4 are
believed to be pristine presolar material which survive
the formation of the solar system essentially unchang
They formed in stellar outflows or in supernova ejecta a
retain the isotopic compositions of their stellar source
As a result, they provide new information on stellar ev
lution, nucleosynthesis, and mixing in stars, as well as t
chemical (elemental abundance) evolution of the Galax

Stardust is isolated from bulk meteorites by a compl
series of chemical and physical treatments which res
in residues highly enriched in chemically resistant phas
[4]. Although most studies of presolar grains have focus
on C-rich phases in these residues, we are concerned
with the compositions and sources of presolar oxide grai
These are considerably more difficult to identify than ca
bonaceous stardust due to the presence of large numbe
0031-9007y97y78(2)y175(4)$10.00
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isotopically normal oxide grains which formed in the ear
(mostly oxidizing) Solar System. Nevertheless, we ha
located eighty-seven presolar oxide grains (out of,30 000
measured grains), primarily corundum (Al2O3), in mete-
oritic separates [5–8]. Most of these were identified b
means of a low-precision isotopic-ratio ion image mappi
technique, developed for the Washington University io
microprobe [5]. The highly anomalous isotopic compo
sitions of the grains were confirmed by high-precision O
isotopic measurements and clearly distinguish them fro
grains of solar system origin. Five additional presol
Al 2O3 grains have been identified by other research
[9–11]. Besides being highly anomalous in O, many
the 92 presolar oxide grains have large26Mg enrich-
ments attributable to the radioactive decay of26Al ( t1y2 
7.3 3 105 yr) present when the grains formed [5–7,9,10

The 16Oy17O and 16Oy18O ratios for the 92 presolar
oxide grains are plotted in Fig. 1 and divided into fou
groups following Nittler et al. [5,6]. Also shown are
the isotopic ratios measured spectroscopically in seve
types of red giant stars [12–17]; the large error ba
(typically ,50%) of these observations are left off fo

FIG. 1. O-isotopic ratios observed in 92 meteoritic Al2O3
grains [5–11] and the atmospheres of O-rich (q) and C-rich
(3) red giant stars [12–17]. Dashed lines indicate solar valu
in this and the subsequent figure.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 175
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clarity. As previously discussed [5], the similarity of th
stellar observations to the group 1 oxide grains strong
suggests that these grains formed in red giant stars.
O-isotopic compositions and possible origins of grai
from groups 2 and 4 are discussed elsewhere [6,18,1
It is the group 3 grains that provide information abo
the age of the Galaxy, and although they do not ha
identified stellar counterparts, we show below that the
O-isotopic ratios are consistent with an origin in low-ma
red giants as well.

The surface O-isotopic compositions of red giants a
believed to be established by the “first dredge-up,” wh
deep convection following core H burning mixes th
products of main-sequence nucleosynthesis with the ou
layers of the star [20,21]. Partial H burning by th
CNO cycles produces a layer highly enriched in17O and
depleted in18O deep within the star. Consequently the fir
dredge-up is expected to significantly increase the surf
17O abundance (lower16Oy17O) and decrease slightly the
18O abundance (higher16Oy18O), as is observed in red
giants (Fig. 1). Detailed calculations have shown th
the resultant16Oy17O ratio following first dredge-up is
a strong function of stellar mass [20–22]. For low
mass stars (M & 2.5MØ), this dependence results primaril
from the increased depth of dredge-up with stellar ma
mixing more 17O to the surface. For higher-mass sta
(M * 2.5MØ), the 16Oy17O ratio is controlled by the
destruction of17O in the nuclear reactions17Osp, ad14N
and 17Osp, gd18F, which operate more efficiently at the
higher temperatures obtained in these stars. The16Oy18O
ratio, however, varies little with stellar mass, and variatio
in this ratio of greater than 20%–50% are most like
explained by variations in the initial compositions of th
stars [21], resulting from the chemical evolution of th
Galaxy. The isotope16O is produced by He-, C-, and
Ne-burning reactions and can be synthesized in stars
initially consist only of H and He. The rarer O isotope
17O and 18O, are produced by proton captures on16O
and a captures on14N, respectively, and thus can only
be synthesized in stars which start out with some CN
nuclei. As a result, the abundances of17O and18O in the
Galaxy are expected to increase with time, and stars of l
metallicity should have high initial16Oy17O and16Oy18O
ratios [23].

Displayed in Fig. 2 are the O-isotopic ratios of group
1 and 3 Al2O3 grains, and superimposed are theoretic
predictions for first dredge-up in low-mass red gian
[22]. Each open circle represents a different star
a given mass [M  s0.85 3dMØ] and metallicity (Z 
0.012 0.02); solid curves connect the predictions for
given metallicity and dotted lines indicate intermedia
values determined by bilinear interpolation. Clearl
most group 1 and group 3 grains have O-isotopic rat
consistent with an origin in red giants, provided the
formed in several distinct stars with distinct masses a
initial compositions. In particular, group 3 grains mu
have formed in very low-mass stars (M , 1.4MØ) with
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FIG. 2. Comparison of oxide grain data for groups 1 a
3 (see Fig. 1 for symbol definitions) with predictions of O
isotopic ratios following first dredge-up in red giant stars
initial masss0.85 3dMØ and metallicityZ  0.012 0.02 [22].
For the sake of clarity, error bars on grain measurements
not shown. Each open circle corresponds to predictions
a distinct star. The dotted lines indicate interpolated valu
for masses and metallicities intermediate to those calcula
Oxide grains belonging to groups 1 and 3 have isotop
compositions consistent with these predictions, provided t
they come from several different stars with distinct masses a
initial compositions.

initial 16Oy17O and 16Oy18O ratios higher than the sola
values. Because low-mass stars live longer than s
of higher mass, the high initial ratios of group 3 grain
indicate that the parent stars of these grains formed a
early time in the Galaxy when the average17O and 18O
abundances were lower than those in the Sun.

Given that group 3 grains originated in low-mass re
giants which ended their life before the formation
the Sun, we may use their compositions and predic
stellar lifetimes to determine the age of the Galaxy,TG .
The masses and metallicities inferred from first dredge-
models for the parent stars of group 3 grains are giv
in columns 4 and 5 of Table I; the stated errors are
ranges allowed by the1s uncertainties of the isotopic-ratio
measurements. We do not include the two group 3 gra
with solar16Oy18O ratios since these have large error ba
and their O-isotopic compositions are not consistent w
the first dredge-up calculations, indicating they might ha
a different origin. Column 6 shows the predicted lifetime
for the progenitor stars,Tp, taken from the metallicity- and
mass-dependent stellar-lifetime expression of Mathewset
al. [24]. We should now add the age of the solar syste
4.6 Gyr [25], to the ages of the red giants that are list
in column 6 to obtain lower bounds to the age of th
Galaxy,Tb, as listed in column 7. To calculateTG , we
must estimate the mean time,Tm, that has to elapse from
the birth of the Galaxy to build up the metallicity to th
levels estimated for the progenitor stars. Observations
elemental abundances in field disk dwarf stars show t
even though the average metallicity of the Galaxy h
increased throughout the history of the disk, there is
very wide dispersion of the actual metallicities around t
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O-
metric
TABLE I. Inferred masses, metallicities (Z), and lifetimes (Tp) for progenitor red giant stars of selected presolar oxide grains.
isotopic ratios are given with16O in the denominator (in contrast to the figures) since in the reverse case the errors are asym
and nonlinear. See the text for the definitions ofTb andTG .

Grain 18Oy16O 17Oy16O Mass Z Tp Tb TG

s3104d s3104d sMØd (Gyr) (Gyr) (Gyr)

Solar 20.05 3.83 1.00 0.02
T67 6.546 0.53 2.776 0.28 1.326 0.03 0.01006 0.0004 3.810.3

20.3 8.4 12.3
T66 11.86 0.9 4.156 0.44 1.366 0.03 0.01536 0.0006 4.010.4

20.2 8.6 12.5
T62 11.96 1.1 3.856 0.52 1.326 0.05 0.01526 0.0007 4.310.8

20.4 8.9 12.8
T64 9.956 0.80 3.106 0.36 1.286 0.04 0.01336 0.0005 4.710.6

20.5 9.3 13.2
T5 10.26 0.3 3.156 0.10 1.286 0.01 0.01366 0.0002 4.710.2

20.2 9.3 13.2
T51 13.76 2.5 3.956 0.78 1.286 0.09 0.01676 0.0015 5.012.0

21.0 9.6 13.5
T80 14.36 0.2 3.956 0.10 1.276 0.01 0.01736 0.0001 5.410.2

20.2 10.0 13.9
T31 14.86 1.5 4.066 0.44 1.286 0.05 0.01776 0.0009 5.411.0

20.9 10.0 13.9
T15 12.96 0.7 3.236 0.23 1.216 0.03 0.01576 0.0004 6.210.8

20.5 10.8 14.7
T21 13.26 0.6 3.286 0.17 1.216 0.03 0.01606 0.0004 6.310.7

20.5 10.9 14.8
T74 13.66 0.2 3.326 0.08 1.216 0.01 0.01636 0.0001 6.410.3

20.2 11.0 14.9
T45 11.56 0.6 2.776 0.17 1.186 0.04 0.01446 0.0003 6.611.1

20.6 11.2 15.1
T23 14.76 0.6 3.206 0.15 1.106 0.05 0.01696 0.0003 9.212.1

21.2 13.8 17.7
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average at any given time and at each galactoce
radius [26]. Because of this, we do not estimate a sepa
Tm for every grain, but instead use the average metalli
implied by the grains (0.0153; column 5) and use
galactic chemical evolution model of Timmeset al. [27]
to estimateTm  3.9 Gyr. Adding this value ofTm to the
values ofTb gives our estimates ofTG , listed in column
8. Finally, to reduce the effect of the various uncertain
we take a weighted average of the eight highest value
TG , corresponding to the eight grains with16Oy17O ratios
higher than the solar ratio, and obtain (in Gyr):

TG  14.4 6 1.3 sstatisticald 6 ssystematic errorsd. (1)
This estimate agrees remarkably well with ages previo
obtained from studies of globular clusters [1] and the
estimated from observed Th abundances in metal-p
stars [28]. The statistical error in Eq. (1) is the stand
deviation of the eight estimates. Systematic errors ar
the order of several Gyr and are discussed below.

(1) Uncertainties in the nucleosynthesis and first dred
up models of red giants: Substantial variations exist
tween published predictions for the dependence of
first dredge-up16Oy17O ratio on stellar mass for low-mas
(&2MØ) stars [20], probably due primarily to differences
the treatment of convection. Small differences in the tr
ment of convection can lead to the same16Oy17O ratios in
stars of significantly different mass and thus systematic
ferences in inferred stellar ages. Unfortunately, the de
dence of16Oy17O on stellar mass is not well constrain
by observations, due to large uncertainties in stellar m
and isotopic-ratio determinations. In any case, the un
tainty in the masses of the progenitor stars of group 3 o
grains are probably more uncertain than suggested b
statistical errors reported in Table I. A systematic unc
tainty of 0.1MØ would lead to an uncertainty of,2 Gyr in
our galactic age estimate.

Additional systematic uncertainties may arise from
intrinsic imcompleteness of stellar modeling. For e
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ample, discrepancies between observations and theore
predictions of12Cy13C ratios in low-mass red giant star
have led several researchers to suggest that extra, non
vective mixing occurs in these stars [19,29,30]. The effe
of such extra mixing on O-isotopes would be to reduce
16Oy17O ratio and to increase the16Oy18O ratio, and this
process has been proposed as the source of large18O deple-
tions in group 2 presolar oxide grains [19]. If extra mixin
occurring in the parent stars of the group 3 grains had
fact, altered the surface O-isotopic ratios, the first-dred
up compositions of these stars would have been furt
up and to the left in Fig. 2, i.e., toward lower masses a
higher metallicities. This would increase our estimate
the age of the Galaxy.

(2) Uncertainties in the galactic evolution of the
isotopes: The first-dredge-up calculations used here
sumed that the initial17Oy16O and 18Oy16O ratios in-
crease linearly with metallicity [22]. Radio observation
of O isotopes in molecular clouds throughout the Gala
suggest that17O and 18O do indeed vary in step with
one another [31], but the dependence of that variation
metallicity is poorly known. If17Oy16O and18Oy16O in-
crease more slowly withZ than assumed here, the inferre
metallicities of grain progenitors will be lower. Sinc
stellar lifetimes decrease with decreasing metallicity, th
would result in a systematically smaller estimate for t
age of the Galaxy. A plausible lower limit on the meta
licity of stars that contributed dust to the Solar System
given by the lowest value observed in disk stars with t
same galactocentric radius as the Sun,Z ø 0.004 [26].
Assuming that the grains originated in stars of the sa
masses as listed in Table I, but withZ ø 0.004, reduces
the inferred values ofTb by ,2 Gyr, and, sinceTm is
smaller for lower metallicity, would reduce our estima
of TG by &6 Gyr.

(3) Uncertainty inTm, the time for the galactic metal-
licity to build up to the levels required by the grains
177
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This value is uncertain both because of uncertainties in
galactic chemical evolution models from which it is d
rived and because of the variations with respect to the m
of stellar metallicity at a given time and place in the Gala
[26]. Based on the observed spread of galactic metalli
as a function of age, we estimate an uncertainty of12y21
Gyr in Tm, but systematic errors due to uncertainties in
chemical evolution models may well be larger.

(4) Uncertainties in the stellar lifetime calculation: T
stellar lifetimes used here were based on an analytica
to full calculations of stellar evolution from the beginnin
of core H burning to the tip of the red giant branch (RG
[24], i.e., following the first dredge-up but before core H
burning. Very low-mass stars are expected to lose mo
their mass on the upper RGB [22,32], so these time sc
are plausible for the time between stellar formation a
the ejection of grains. This is further supported by
calculations of Boothroyd and Sackmann [22] of the tim
at which most mass loss occurs in red giants; their res
for stars of masss1.1 1.3dMØ are within 0.6 Gyr of the
lifetimes used in our estimates of the age of the Galax

(5) The assumed red giant origin of group 3 oxi
grains: The galactic age estimates in this Letter rest on
assumption that group 3 grains formed in low-mass, lo
metallicity red giants. Other potential sources of O-r
stardust—red supergiants, supernovae, Wolf-Rayet s
and novae—are much less likely to have produced
group 3 grains. Of these possible sources, only gr
condensing in O-rich shells of Type II supernovae sho
be rich in 16O, compared to17O and 18O, like group 3
grains. However, the predicted16Oy17O and 16Oy18O
ratios for these supernova shells are much higher
those observed in the grains [33]. Red supergiants, W
Rayet stars, and novae are all expected to have17O and/
or 18O enrichments, relative to16O and the Sun [34–36]
and are thus unlikely to have been sources of grou
grains. We conclude that the most likely origin of the
grains is indeed in low-mass red giant stars and their
isotopic compositions can be used to constrain the ag
the Galaxy.

It is our hope that the new method for estimating
age of the Galaxy presented in this Letter will lead
improved models of stellar nucleosynthesis, mixing, a
galactic chemical evolution. Better theoretical calcu
tions, as well as isotopic-ratio measurements on a m
larger number of presolar oxide grains and improv
isotopic-ratio measurements of stars would help in red
ing the uncertainties in these age determinations.

The idea that presolar grains may be used to cons
galactic age was first discussed by R. Cowsik a
T. Bernatowicz. It is a pleasure to acknowledge
close participation of R. M. Walker in all the stages
this work. We also thank C. Alexander, A. Boothroy
R. Gallino, and E. Zinner for scientific discussions a
A. Boothroyd and F. Timmes for providing calculatio
results in computer-readable form.
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